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ABSTRACT 

A key to maximal exploitation of MIMO (multiple-input 
multiple-output) systems is a fundamental understanding 
of the interaction between the underlying complexphysical 
scattering envimnment and the space-time signal space. 
In time- andfrequency-selective MIMO (space-time) chan- 
nels, this interaction happens in time, frequency and space. 
We present a four-dimensional Karhunen-Loeve-like vir- 
tual representarion for  space-time channels that captures 
such interaction and exposes the intrinsic degrees offree- 
dom in the channel. The virtual representation is a Fourier 
series dictated by thefinite array apertures, signaling du- 
ration and bandwidth and corresponds to a uniform, fixed 
sampling of the angle-delay-Doppler scattering space. I t  
provides a much-needed connection between the two exist- 
ing (extreme) modeling approaches - idealized statistical 
models and detailedphysical (ray tracing} models. In par- 
ticular: it yields a simple geometric interpretation of the 
effects ofphysical scattering on channel statistics and ca- 
pacity. We discuss various insights into the structure of 
space-time channels afforded by the virtual representation 
as  well its application in capacity assessment, spatial mul- 
tiplexing and space-time code design. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The capacity and diversity afforded by a time- and frequency- 
selective MIMO (space-time) fading channel is due to the 
distribution of scatterers in space and the relative motion of 
the transmitter and receiver arrays. The distributionof scat- 
terers and antenna array parameters determine the statistics 
of the space-time channel, which in turn determine its ca- 
pacity and diversity. Accurate modeling of the scattering 
environment is thus paramount to realizing the full poten- 
tial of antenna arrays. A key to reliable communication 
is a fundamental understanding of interaction between the 
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channel and the signal space. An effective channel repre- 
sentation that captures the essence of such interaction is all 
this is needed from a communication viewpoint. In space- 
time channels, this interaction happens in four signal space 
dimensions: time, frequency, and the spatial dimensions at 
the transmitter and receiver. 

In this paper, we propose a new virtual representation 
for space-time channels that captures the essence of channel- 
signal space interaction in time, frequency and space. It is a 
generalization of the virtual representation for narrowband 
correlated MIMO channels introduced in [l]. Each physi- 
cal scatterer can be associated with a unique Angle of De- 
parture (AoD), Angle of Arrival (AoA), delay, and Doppler 
shift. The virtual representation replaces the actual phys- 
ical scatterers with virtual scatterers associated with fixed 
uniformly spaced AoDs, AoA's, delays and Doppler shifts 
on a four-dimensional (4D) grid. The grid spacings in the 
four dimensions correspond to the resolutions in time, fre- 
quency and the two spatial dimensions that are determined 
by the signaling bandwidth, duration, and array apertures, 
respectively. The virtual representation is a 4D Fourier se- 
ries representation for H ( t ,  f )  and yields many powerful 
insights. First, under the assumption of unoorrelated phys- 
ical scattering, H ( t ,  f )  is a segment of a 4D wide-sense 
stationary (WSS) process and the virtual coefficients con- 
stitute the corresponding uncorrelated spectral representa- 
tion. Thus, non-vanishing virtual coefficients capture the 
essential degrees of freedom in the channel in temporal, 
spectral and spatial dimensions that in turn determine its 
statistics and capacity. Second, the virtual representation 
also yields a simple and intuitively appealing interpreta- 
tion of the effect of scattering environment on capacity [ I  1. 
Finally, the representation induces a virtual partitioning of 
propagation paths that explicitly reveals their contribution 
to channel capacity and diversity. 

The next section presents a general model for space- 
time channels. Section 3 introduces the virtual representa- 
tion, including the virtual path partitioningand its implica- 
tions for channel statistics. Section 4 discusses fundamen- 
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tal dependencies between delay, doppler and angle that are 
important in characterizing the degrees of freedom. Sec- 
tion 5 shows some illustrative numerical results. Section 6 
briefly discusses some applications of the virtual represen- 
tation in system design. 

2. A GENERAL MODEL FOR SPACE-TIME 
CHANNELS 

Consider a transmitter array with P elements and a receiver 
array with Q elements. We are interested in representing 
the space-time channel over a signaling duration I' and 
two-sidedbandwidth W .  In the absence of noise, thechan- 
ne1 equation is 

where s( t )  is the P-dimensional transmitted signal, S(f) 
is the Fourier transform of s( t ) .  x(t) is the Q-dimensional 
received signal, and H (t ,  f )  denotes the rime-varyingfre- 
quency response matrix coupling the transmitter and re- 
ceiverelements. WeindexentriesofH(t, f )  as H ( i ,  k ; t ,  f )  : 

We focus on one-dimensional ULAs of antennas at the 
transrritter and receiver and consider far-field scattering 
characteristics. Let dT and d~ denote the antenna spacings 
at the transmitter and receiver, respectively. The channel 
matrix can be described via the array steering and response 
vectors 

i = 0 , 1 , . . .  , Q  - 1, k = O , l ; . .  , P -  1. 

where B is related to the AoNAoD variable (o (measured 
with respect to the horizontal axis -see Figure 1) as 0 = 
dsin(p)/X = usin((o), X is the wavelength of propaga- 
tion, and a = d/X is the normalized antenna spacing. We 
restrict ourselves to critical (X/2) spacing: UT = (YR = 
0.5. In this case, there is a one-to-one mapping between 
0 E [-0.5,0.5] and (o E [-rr/2, n/2]. The effect of larger 
antenna spacings is discussed in detail in [l]. 

H ( t ,  f )  can be generally modeled as 

N 
~ ( t ,  j) = P,a~(BR,n)a~(BT,n)ej2nv"te-j2nr~f  

"=l 

(3) 

[ -0 .5 ,0.5)}  represent thespatial angles (AoDsIAoAs) seen 
by the transmitterand receiver, respectively, {U,, E [-as, .OS]} 
and {T, E [0, DS]} are the Doppler shifts and delays, re- 
spectively, and {Pn} are the independent complex Gaus- 
sian path gains. ms denotes the delay spread, QS de- 
notes the one-sided Doppler spread, and [ST-, &+] and 
[ S R - ,  SR.+] represent the angular spreads. 

Fig. 1. A schematic illustrating the virtual repmsenta- 
tion in the spatial dimension. The virtual angles are fixed 
a priori and their spacing defines the spatial resolution. 
The channel is characterized by the virtual coefficients, 
{ H ~ ( q , p )  = / L ~ , ~ } ,  that couple the P virtual transmitan- 
gles, { p ~ , ~ } ,  with the Q virtual receive angles, { p ~ . , ~ } .  

3. VIRTUAL CHANNEL REPRESENTATION 

In (3), each propagation path is associated with an AoD, 
AoA, delay and Doppler shift which can be arbitrarily dis- 
tributed within the angular, delay and Doppler spreads. The 
virtual representation replaces the physical propagation paths 
with virtual ones corresponding to fixed AoD's, AoA's, de- 
lays and Doppler shifts that are determined by the spatial, 
temporal and spectral resolution afforded by the finite di- 
mensional space-time signal space. The notion of virtual 
angles is illustrated in Figure 1. The virtual channel repre- 
sentation can be expressed as 

H(t,f) = Hv(4,p; m , l ) a R ( d Q ) a F b / P )  
wimJ 

(4) 

corresponding to fixed virtual AoD's, AoA's, delays and 
Doppler shifts defined as 

,jZmnt/T,-jZdf/W 

which corresponds to propagation over AT paths; {e',,, E 
[.%-,ST+] C [-0.5,0.5)} and {&,, € [SR- ,  SR+] C 

where L = [ W . D S ~  and M = [Tqs l  denote the nor- 
malizeddelay andDopplerspreads. P- = LST-P], P+ = 
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[.Sr+P], Q- = [SR._Q~, and Q+ = [SR+Q] represent 
the normalized angular spreads. The virtual representation 
is characterized by the coefficients { H v ( q , p ; m ,  l ) } .  The 
transmiureceive virtual angle spacings represent the spa- 
tial resolutions that are determined by the array apertures 
(A&- = 1 /P  and ABR. = l/Q). The virtual Doppler and 
delay spacings correspond to the spectral and temporal res- 
olutions and are determined by the signaling duration and 
bandwidth (AV = l/T and A r  = l /W). 

We now address the computation of the virtual repre- 
sentation from H ( t ,  f). Assume WLOG that P,  Q are odd 
and define = ( P -  I)/", 6 = (Q - 1)/2. Therepresen- 
tation (4) can be decoupled as 

H ( t , f )  - = ; IRH"(t , f )AF (7) 
AR - = [ a R ( - Q / Q ) , . "  I ,ad8/Q)I (6 x Q) 
AT = [ a ~ ( - P / p ) ,  . ' '  , a~(F/f')] ( P  X PIE) 

where 2 ,  and are discrete Fourier transform matrices, 
as evident from (2) and (3.' The matrix H v ( t ,  f )  in (7) 
is the partial virtual representation with respect to space 
and can be computed by beamforming in the direction of 
virtual angles 

I=O m=-M 

where the second equality further decomposes H v ( t ,  f )  
into component matrices H v  (m, 1 )  corresponding to fixed 
virtual Doppler shifts and delays, which can be computed 
from Hv (t ,  f )  as 

(10) 

3.1. Virtual Path Partitioning 
The virtual representation induces a partitioning of prop- 
agation paths that is very insightful in determining their 
contribution to capacity and diversity. Define the follow- 
ing subsets of propagation paths 

sT,p  = : (P- 1 / 2 ) / P  5 h , n  < ( P t  1/2)/p}(ll) 
S R , ~  = {n : ( q  - 1/2)/Q 5 OR," < (Q+ 1/2)/QHl2) 
Sv,m = { n  : (rn - 1/2)/T I V,  < (m+ 1/2)/T'}(l3) 
ST,/ = { . R  : (1  - 1/2)/W 5 rn < ( I  + 1/2)/W} (14) 

'Note that I n  and 2, contain all possible vinual angles, some of 
which lie outside the angular spreads. H v ( y , p ;  rn, 1 )  will be approxi- 
mately zero for those angles. 

corresponding to transmit spatial resolution, receive spa- 
tial resolution, spectral resolution, and temporal resolution. 
Note that 

P 9 m / 

= U s T P  n s R , ~  n Sv,m n S,,C 
p . 9 . d  

(15) = {1,2,...,A'} . 

Then, the virtual coefficients can be approximated as [3] 

Hv(q,P;m>l)= A. (16) 
n%Ps.4 

where Sq,p,m,~ =  ST,^ n S R , ~  n S, ,  n ST,/. Equation (16) 
states that H v ( q ,  p ;  rn, I )  is determined by the sum of gains 
of all paths that lie in Sq,p,m,~. The approximation in (16) 
get more accurate with increasing P, Q. T and W .  

3.2. Channel Statistics 
One of the most important characteristics of the virtual rep- 
resentation is that { H v ( q , p ;  m,, 6)} are approximately un- 
correlated under the assumption of uncorrelated path gains: 
E[0,&,] = 0~6,-,, where 6, denotes the kronecker delta 
function and 0; is the power in each path. This observation 
is directly evident from (16) 

E[Hv(q, P; m, 1)Ht,(q', P'; m', I ' ) ]  = 

[ nEz,,g U:] s,-q,6p-,,srn-m,s/-/l. (17) 

Thus, from (16) we have 

R,r,(Ai, Ak; At,  A f )  = E [ H ( i ,  k; t ,  f )H*(Z' ,  k'; t', f')] 

w d  

e3 T e-' 'W, (18) 
. ZTrnAt 

Ai = i - i', Ak = k - k', At = t - t', A f = f - f', and 

2 
~ q , p , m , f  = E[IHv(q,p; m,[) l l  

= 0: (19) 
n-%P,."J 

is the power in H v ( q ,  p ;  m, 6) and the approximation in 
(19) is due to virtual path partitioning. Relation (18) yields 
the insightful conclusion that under the assumption of un- 
correlated path gains, H ( t ,  f )  is a segment of a 4D WSS 
process in the two spatial dimensions, time and frequency, 
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and { H v ( q , p ;  m, 1 ) }  constitute the corresponding uncor- 
related spectral representation. Furthermore, (19) states 
that the power in H v ( q , p ;  m, I )  is equal to the sum of the 
powers in the paths that lie in Sq,p,m,,. We note that the ex- 
tent of channel correlation is inversely proportional to the 
support of the dominant virtual coefficients. 

4. DEPENDENCIES IN DELAY, DOPPLER AND 
ANGLE 

From (4) we may conclude that the total independent de- 
grees of freedom in the space-time channel are 

N S T =  ( Q + - Q - + l ) ( P + - P -  t l ) ( L + 1 ) ( 2 M + l )  
(20) 

where (Qt-&-+l)(P+-P-+l) represents thedegrees 
of freedom in angle and ( L  t 1)(2M + 1) represents the 
degrees of freedom in  delay and Doppler. We now use vir- 
tual path partitioning to demonstrate fundamental depen- 
dencies between angle, delay and Doppler that cause the 
essential degrees of freedom to be less than the upperbound 
in (20). 

The dependencies are due to the fact that the delay and 
Doppler spreads are proportional to the angular spreads. 
Forgiven ( q , p ) ,  H v ( q , p ;  m, I )  isnon-vanishingover (6, m) 
between 

where S,,p = SR,,nsT,p. Consequently, (4) can be refined 
to limit the ranges of l and m as a function of(q,p) as 
above to reflect the essential degrees of freedom 

Note that N s T , ~ ~ ~  = N s  in (20) if and only if (Lt - 
Z- + 1)(M+ - M- + 1) = ( L  + 1)(2M + 1) for all 
( q ,  p )  which would seldom be true particularly for chan- 
nels that are underspread (msms << 1). This is because 
timdfrequency selectivity exhibited by H v ( q ,  p ;  t ,  f) de- 
pends on the spatial resolution: higher resolutions would 
result in less selectivity whereas lower resolutions will re- 
sult in higher selectivity. A SISO channel will exhibit max- 
imum tlmdfrequency selectivity. 

Figure 2 illustrates a simple scattering geometry to quan. 
tify the dependencies. Consider a single scattering cluster 

Fig. 2. An illustration of the dependence of delay and 
Doppler shift on the virtual transmit and receive angles. 

at a distance RT from the transmitter and RR from the re- 
ceiver. Suppose that VT denotes the relative speed between 
the transmitter and the cluster and OB, the relative speed be- 
tween the receiver and the cluster. Let AT and AR denote 
the angular spreads, and A ,  the "width of the cluster. Via 
simple geometric considerations, r and Y can be estimated 
for any given (OR, 6,) as 

v =  fmax,T J- + fmax,R JT 1 - eR /aR ( 25)  

where c denotes the speed of light, fmax,T = "TIC and 
fmax,R = V R / C .  We note the expression for T is strictly a 
lowerbound since multiple bounces [2] within the cluster 
may result in longer delays. 

5. ILLUSTRATIVE NUMERICAL RESULTS 

We now present some numerical results to illustrate the ef- 
fect of time/frequency selectivity on capacity and the ef- 
fect of number of antennas on time/frequency selectivity 
of the channel. We simulated a single scattering cluster, 
as in Figure 2, with angular spreads of AT = AB. = 
2 r / 3  centered at ( p ~ ,  p.~) = (0,O). We considered A' = 
100 propagation paths. We first generated AT pairs of an- 
gles, {p~,,,, p~,,,}, uniformly distributed within the an- 
gular spreads to fix the scatterer positions. To simulate 
timelfrequency selectivity, we considered a temporal sig- 
nal space with No = TW = 65 dimensions. We simulated 
three types of channels. CH 1 (flat): RT = RR = 1000m, 

CH 2 (medium selective): R = 8000m, fmax = 400 
Hz, W = 1 MHz, T = 6511s. CH 3 (highly selective): 
R = 8000m, fmax = 400 Hz, W = 10 MHz, T = 6.51"s. 
Aw = lOOm in all cases. Both CH 1 and CH 2 have the 
same T and W but CH 2 has larger delay and Doppler 
spreads and is thus more selective. CH 3 has the same 
delay and Doppler spreads but is even more selective than 
CH 2 due to larger W (delay diversity is easier to exploit 
in this case). Channel realizations were generated using 

fmax,R = fmax,T = 50 HZ, w = 1 MHZ, T = 65pS. 
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(3) via iid complex Gaussian (0,). Each realization was 
normalized to yield Cpz = PQ. 

Fig. 4. Contour plots of the powers in a subset of non- 
vanishing virtual delayDoppler coefficients for CH 2 for 
a representative virtual angle pair (q ,  p ) ,  (a) Q = P = 2. 
(b) P = Q = 4. 

Fig. 3. Comparison of the three channels illustrating the 
effect of timdfrequency selectivity on outage capacity. 

Figure 3 illustrates the effect of time/frequency selec- 
tivity on outage capacity for P = Q = 4 antennas. The 
(normalized) capacity (in bits/s/Hz) was numerically com- 
puted using 200 independent channel realizations at an SNR 
of 20dB (see [3] for details). As evident, the outage ca- 
pacity curves get steeper (higher diversity) as the chan- 
nel gets more selective. The ergodic capacity of all three 
channels is approximately 21.8 bits/s/Hz. Note that this 
is consistent with the experimental results reported in [2] 
and in disagreement with analytical results reported in [4] 
which suggested that increased delay spread can increase 
ergodic capacity. We can prove using our framework that 
frequency selectivity does not increase ergodic capacity 
and this apparent inconsistency with the conclusion of [4] 
is due to an incorrect interpretation of results in [4] (see [5 ]  
for details). 

Figure 4 illustrates the dependencies between angle, 
delay and Doppler. CH 2 was simulated using P = Q = 2 
and P = Q = 4 antennas. The figure shows contour plots 
of a subset of o : , ~ , ~ , ,  as a function of (m,  I )  for a repre- 
sentative (q ,  p ) .  It is evident that the delay-Doppler spread 
decreases in the virtual spatial domain for larger number 
of antennas, as predicted by our analysis. The number 
of significant o : , ~ , , ~ , ,  provides an estimate for A ' S T , ~ ~ ~  in 
(23). Our simulations yielded Ns~, . f f /Ql '  = 4.5 in the 
2-antenna case and 2.75 in the 4-antenna case, confirming 
that time and frequency selectivity decreases in the virtual 
spatial domain as the number of antennas increases. 

6. APPLICATIONS 

We now briefly outline some areas of system design for 
doubly selective correlated MIMO channels in which the 

virtual representation has been successfully applied. 
Channel Estimation. In [6], we address the problem 

of transmit signal design for MMSE estimation of narrow- 
band correlated MIMO channels. For a Q x P MIMO ma- 
trix H ,  there are PQ parameters to be estimated in gen- 
eral. However, for correlated channels, the degrees of free- 
dom in the channel are captured by a much smaller set of 
uncorrelated virtual coefficients that are dominant (large 
compared to the background noise). The optimal estimator 
takes a simple form in the virtual domain: The transmitter 
sequentially sends beams in different virtual transmit direc- 
tions and the corresponding columns of the virtual MIMO 
matrix are estimated at the receiver. The optimal power al- 
location in different transmit directions is determined by a 
waterfilling criteria which determines the dominant virtual 
coefficients that need to be estimated at any given SNR. 
In particular, at high SNR all transmit beams within the 
angular spread get power. Whereas, at low SNR, only a 
single transmit direction with the strongest coupling to the 
receiver gets all the power. The notion of dominant virtual 
coefficients is also important in space-time code design and 
non-coherent communication. 

Spatial Multiplexing and Space-Time Code Design. 
In [7, 81, we leverage the virtual representation for devel- 
oping spatial multiplexing (BLAST-type) techniques and 
space-time codes for correlated MIMO channels. The un- 
correlated nature of the virtual representation greatly sim- 
plifies the painvise error probability analysis to character- 
ize the diversityandcodinggains. In particular, un1ikei.i.d. 
channels, the code performance is governed by the eigen- 
values of a matrix that depends on the both the channel 
covariance matrix and error-covariance matrix of the code- 
words. Using the virtual representation, an explicit charac- 
terization of the eigenvalues is provided that naturally sug- 
gests a coding framework for correlated channels based on 
linear precoding. Performance analysis shows that codes 
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designed for i.i.d. channels can degrade drastically in cor- 
related scenarios, and that significant improvement in per- 
formance is possible by exploiting the structure of corre- 
lated channels in  the virtual domain. 

Channel Capacity and Capacity Scaling. It is well- 
known that for i.i.d. channels, the optimum input for max- 
imizing coherent capacity (when the channel is known at 
the receiver only) is uncofrelated across antennas and the 
power should be equally distributed amongst the anten- 
nas [9]. However, for correlated channels this has been 
an open problem which has been solved in some specific 
cases [IO]. In a recent work, Liang and Veeravalli‘ have 
shown that in the virtual domain, regardless of the channel 
correlation, the optimal input is always uncorrelated! The 
optimal power allocation in the different virtual transmit 
directions is determined by a waterfilling criterion. This 
is a powerful result that applies to arbitrary number of an- 
tennas and greatly facilitates capacity analysis. In [5], we 
investigate the important issue of capacity scaling. Con- 
sider an equal number of transmit and receive antennas. It 
is well-known that i.i.d. channels promise a dramatic linear 
increase in coherent capacity with the number of antennas. 
However, i.i.d. channels seldom occur in practice, partic- 
ularly for feasible antenna spacings and moderately large 
number of antennas. When is such scaling possible in re- 
alistic scattering environments? In [5], motivated by phys- 
ical considerations, we propose a D-connected model for 
the virtual MIMO matrix consisting of U non-vanishing 
diagonals. The connectivity parameter U captures the rich- 
ness of scattering and quantifies the number of receive vir- 
tual angles that couple with each virtual transmit angle, 
and vice versa.’ We show that linear capacity scaling is 
possible if D scales linearly with the number of anten- 
nas. Using virtual path partitioning, we relate this result 
to the number of resolvable propagation paths: linear ca- 
pacity scaling is possible if the number of resolvable paths 
increases quadratically with the number of antennas. A 
linear growth in the number of paths with the number of 
antennas corresponds to fixed U and results in capacity sat- 
uration. For a given number of propagation paths A‘, there 
is no point in deploying more than h’ antennas. 

Wireless Networks. We note in closing the most far- 
reaching application of the virtual representation frame- 
work for capacity assessment and information routing in 
multi-hop wireless networks. This ongoing research is in- 
spired by an intriguing connection between point-to-poinr 
communication via intermediate scatterers in a physical 

*To be presented at Asilomar 2003. 
’It includes the i.i.d. channel as a special case. 

MIMO wireless link and source-desrination communica- 
tion via inremediate (relaying) nodes in a multi-hop wire- 
less network. This “node +t scatterer” analogy can be 
made precise and has deep and wide ranging implications 
for the design of multi-hop wireless networks. 
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